
INZ 2021 = 59%
Ie. 1081 out of 1822







MBIE Heatmap
The Heatmap below compares the selected breakout groups to Total MBIE's score for each question. Where a score is +/- 5 points different, it is coloured 
pale purple (negative) or pale green (positive). If the score is +/- 10 points different to Total MBIE the colour is dark purple (negative) or dark green 
(positive). White boxes are within +/- 5 points of the Total MBIE scores - and can be considered on par. 

The default comparison is the Total MBIE score, but you can choose to compare the results to your Group's score or other scores, using the 'Comparison' 
dropdown box.

'One Level Below' shows you the level below the Team you are viewing (in the 'Results for' hierarchy selector box at the top of the page).



Immigration NZ Heatmap
The Heatmap below compares the selected breakout groups to Total MBIE's score for each question. Where a score is +/- 5 points different, it is coloured pale 
purple (negative) or pale green (positive). If the score is +/- 10 points different to Total MBIE the colour is dark purple (negative) or dark green (positive). 
White boxes are within +/- 5 points of the Total MBIE scores - and can be considered on par. 

The default comparison is the Total MBIE score, but you can choose to compare the results to your Group's score or other scores, using the 'Comparison' 
dropdown box.

'One Level Below' shows you the level below the Team you are viewing (in the 'Results for' hierarchy selector box at the top of the page).



























INZ Engagement by Tier 



Insights to Action

An overview of team sessions recommended for MBIE 
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